Report on Bro Golo Visit to Malaysia from 18 to 20 March 2016
Program Theme: “WORLD IN TRANSITION
-The Need for Paradigm Shift
- Awaken to Future of Solar Power and Inner Ecology in addressing climate change and cocreating a new sustainable world”

Bro J Golo Pilz, the solar expert and advisor to BKWSU was on visiting trip to Malaysia and had done
great service to inspire and awaken people to the future of solar power and inner ecology in
addressing climate change issues and in co-creating a new sustainable world.
Within a short span of three days, Bro Golo did four (4) presentations, 3 interviews, a BK sustenance
class and few informal discussions
Wherever he went, his presentations captivated the audience with the truth behind climate change
and awaken them to the consequential effect of climate change and the effort that ought to be
urgently put in place given the need of the time and the call of Mother Nature
The visit has also sparked off the time and need for Malaysia Asia Retreat Centre (ARC) to further
revisit its proposed solar energy system as part of the energy conservation measures. It would also
serve to create good institutional identity for ARC and at the same time showcase Brahma Kumaris
Worldwide Network continuous environmental friendly policy and initiatives in using renewable
energy as alternative sources - with solar energy and the real Supreme Sustainer being the pivotal
energy force to be reckoned with in co-creating and restoring the world to its original order, be it at
physical and/or metaphysical level.
The awakening and reaching out message
Overall, the programs have created great opportunity
1. In reaching out to serve the Malaysian researchers, scientists, academia, media including
businesses and BK practitioners
2. In understanding and awakening people to the call of time, the call of Mother Earth and the call of
inner consciousness to do something conscientiously and collectively towards the betterment of
mankind and in co-creating a better and more sustainable new living world together
Serving the Academia, Scientists and Researchers – Public Talk in collaboration with University of
Malaya (UM)
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18 March 2016 Friday morning – 40 took benefit from the public talk jointly organized in
conjunction with SENERGY@UM month long campaign on ‘Sustainable Development through
Renewable and Green Energy Solutions’. The participants were mainly from academia, scientist,
researchers, post graduates and undergraduates and representatives from UMPEDAC and UKM/SERI
solar energy research arm including Malay Mail reporter, President of Energy Institute, WWF,
environmental activist, Chairman of CETDEM, industrialist as well as UM key representative, Deputy
Dean of Frontier Science Research Centre Cluster
The benefit taken
The participants were seen very attentive and fully enjoyed and benefitted much from Bro Golo’s
inspirational presentation and ‘4 in 1’ sharing covering the following areas:
1. The understanding and awakening to the greater truth and insight behind climate and ecology changes
2. The works and experiences of Brahma Kumaris in Renewable Energy as a whole
3.The learning, experience and technology used in ‘India- One’ Solar Thermal Power Plant Project which will be a landmark
model for the future decentralization of energy in India.
4.The key message on the importance of power of meditation in making a big paradigm shift in ourselves and our role as a
CHANGEMAKER in helping to co-create a new world of great order that we envision and where humanity once belonged to

The abundance potential for Solar Energy

In one chart, Bro Golo beautifully summed up a very powerful message about the huge potential of
solar energy by comparing the energy resources scenarios in the world as follows:
 The energy needs of the world – as shown in the little box at the bottom right hand corner
 The existing forms of energy resources used such as oil, gas, coal and uranium
 And highlighted the balance being the huge space within that big dimension of the energy
block from solar that is available in the world
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Serving Ministry of Energy, Green Technology, Water (KeTTHa) and related Ministries and agencies

18 March 2916, Friday evening - An excellent dialogue program was held at Ministry of Energy,
Green Technology and Water(KeTTHA) and chaired by the Deputy Secretary General of KeTTHA itself
- a total of 22 senior personnel participated - representing KeTTHA, Ministry of Natural Resources
and Environment, Economic Planning Unit (EPU) under Prime Minister Department, Malaysia
Industry – Government Group for Hi-Tech (MIGHT) under Prime Minister’s Office, Suruhanjaya
Tenaga (Energy Commission) Putrajaya etc. The audience found the session extremely useful and
remarked that seldom do we have the opportunity to listen to such an advance level of pilot project.
Is Solar Thermal Power (with energy storage system) Feasible in Malaysia?
To the question of whether solar thermal is feasible in Malaysia given the fact that comparatively
Malaysia is more cloudy and does not have the luxury of eight (8) hours direct sunlight as compared
to India, Bro Golo opined that Malaysia can consider using flat reflector solar thermal system
coupled with PV and other renewable energy such as biomass and biogas.
Interview session with Media – Malay Mail, New Straits Time (NST), Asean Anthrologia Journal
based at Asia Europe Institute at University of Malaya (UM) – 18 & 19 March 2016 (Friday &
Saturday)

Anthrologia (www.anthrologia.net), represents an online Journal-Chronicle, published monthly through UM and University of South
Australia. It publishes multimedia interviews of highly prominent academics in the Social Sciences, Humanities, Cultural Studies,
Anthropology, Political Sciences, Architecture, Psychology, The Arts, Linguistics, and so forth, as well as Interdisciplinary work. It also
features prominent global strategists and cultural projects.
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